Grade Level

5th-8th

Course Title

The Kingdom of Arrethrae

Tutor's Name

Robin Gault

Tutor's E-mail

enrichedbyjesus@gmail.com

Class Description

We will read the series by Chuck Black "The Kingdom
Series"
Here is a synopsis of the series:
A Riveting Medieval Parallel to the Bible. Good and evil
clash.
Leinad and Cedric are determined to not only survive, but
claim hope and victory! In Kingdom's Dawn , Leinad and
Tess, along with all the king's people, must escape slavery
by the powerful Lord Fairos. Kingdom's Hope finds them free
and arriving in the Chessington Valley. But when they forget
the king, will Kergon and the Kessons capture them for
good? After many years, Kingdom's Edge finds Cedric living
a hopeless life until a stranger appears with powerful words
of a new kingdom and a grand army. Finally, Kingdom's Reign
marches you through the danger of earth's last days as the
evil dark knight threatens to defeat the prince once and for
all. Swords, knights, and battles define these captivating
tales that parallel biblical events from Genesis to
Revelation!
Fairos thought he had sentenced Leinad to death in the
Banteen desert. But he was wrong. Leinad survived. Now,
trained by the King himself, Leinad returns—a true Knight of
the King. His skill with the sword is unmatched this side of
the Great Sea ; his resolve is unshakeable. He is determined
to fulfill the mission given him by the King and to free the
people from their bondage to Lord Fairos.
Fairos thought he had sentenced Leinad to death in the
Banteen desert. But he was wrong. Leinad survived. Now,
trained by the King himself, Leinad returns—a true Knight of
the King. His skill with the sword is unmatched this side of
the Great Sea ; his resolve is unshakeable. He is determined
to fulfill the mission given him by the King and to free the
people from their bondage to Lord Fairos.
Journey to Arrethtrae, where the King and His Son
implement a bold plan to save their kingdom; where
courage, faith, and loyalty stand tall in the face of
opposition; where good will not bow to evil; where the future
of the kingdom is at the threshold of either victory or defeat
—and one man holds the key.
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Text/Materials

The series (six books). They are available on Amazon.
Binder, Bible and a desire to read and discuss.

Class Fee (how is it used)

$10 copies

Prerequisites

Each student should be interested in the topic and willing to
read and participate in class discussion.
Also write a summary for each book as we complete them.
Side Note: There is a second series called The Knights of
Arrethtrae. If we move through the first series we may move
on to the next (or possibly the following year).

Class Limit
Semester

20
Both Semesters
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